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Digital Poverty 
Could Africa overcome its net information deficit? 
 
by koffi kouakou 
 

January 2002 

 
Despite efforts made by governments, business and non-
governmental institutions, the African net information deficit
keeps growing at an alarming rate. African nations are
struggling to meet the basic requirements of information
technology readiness and digital opportunities for a sound
economic development. Consequently, a disconcerting
information divide has become apparent as the gap between
information rich and poor widens. 
 
Is the so-called digital divide – or what I’d call digital poverty -
relevant to Africa today? Is Africa suffering from a critical
information growth and management deficit? Will Africa ever
overcome its net information deficit? What can African leaders do
to best address the issue? Should we care at all? 
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Last August in Uganda at the Global 2001 Smart Partnership
Dialogue meeting of presidents, seven African nations and Malaysia
launched the Smart News Network International, a web-based news
service, to help counter biased coverage of Africa and developing
nations.  
 
The service is to give "accurate, fair and balanced news to counter
inaccurate and biased news disseminated by other news providers"
toward poor nations. 
 
While such action by the presidents of South Africa, Uganda,
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For that matter, I would consider African citizens the most information disempowered on 
the planet. They lack almost anything that requires critical information readiness. 
 
In many African countries and particularly in South Africa, while the legal framework is 
commendable and favourable, the majority of citizens hardly have access to basic 
government and business information. 
  
Indeed, we should care and do something about it if we consider digital poverty a great 
threat to our economic development. But the implications for action are daunting. 
Government and business leaderships in information opportunity management have been 
appalling and deserve rethinking.  
 
So far, the focus has been directed mainly toward information poverty issues. 
Information opportunities should be the new priority.  
 
The opportunities range from the understanding of e-government readiness access 
or 24-hour government; the teaching and practices of e-commerce for all citizens; 
and the consistent education of our leaders about critical information management 
for economic success. 
 
If our leaders genuinely understand the meaning of digital poverty, the economics of 
information and their combined logic, they will also value its usage and meritorious 
applications in all spheres of wealth creation for Africa – economic, social, political, and 
cultural.  
 
So far, its seems few do. Even so, they badly translate these understandings into practical 
policies. They poorly communicate them to their constituencies. Hence, the staggering 
political and economic leadership handicaps for Africa’s sustained economic 
development and growth. 
 
When our leaders venture to grasp the meaning of such complexity, they will be truly 
informed about their role as agents of development in the coming genuine African 
information society. Then, African citizenry will be liberated and be freed from 
dictatorships and the tyranny of poverty. But most important, sustained wealth creation 
will be a reality. 
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